The global or wider aims of the Junior Art Program reflect those of the P-10 Syllabus.

- To develop creativity in the visual art process.
- To acquire knowledge of the visual arts.
- To acquire skills necessary for interpretation (to describe, analyse, interpret and evaluate/make judgments about Art), communication and the production of art works.
- To develop discrimination and appreciation of the visual world (to value and be confident in one’s own creative ability, to value the artistic contribution of others in and to our society).

Course assessment covers the production of art pieces, worksheets, media experiments and research recorded in a visual diary.

Within Years 9 and 10, written assignments also provide students with the opportunity to expand their skills of analysis and extended written response.

**CONTENT**

Digital Photography  
Digital image editing using software  
Sculpture  
Painting  
Landscape painting - acrylic on canvas.  
Written Critique / Review of art works  
Silk Screen Printing.  
Painting  
Digital editing of photographs  
Abstract Art  
Mixed media experiments.  
Acrylic Painting (canvas)  
3D Form and Text in Art  
Mixed Media Sculpture  
Drawing